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Abstract. Prolonging network lifetime has become a real challenge in Mobile
Wireless Sensor Networks (MWSNs) as sensors have limited energy. In this
paper, we propose a Cluster-based Energy-efficient Scheme (CES) for electing
a cluster-head to evenly distribute energy consumption in the overall network
and therefore obtain a longer network lifetime. In CES, each sensor calculates
its weight based on k-density, residual energy and mobility and then broadcasts
it to its 2-hop neighborhood. The sensor node with the greatest weight in its 2hop neighborhood will become the cluster-head and its neighboring sensors will
then join it. We performed simulations to illustrate the effects of sensor
mobility on LEACH and LEACH-C's performance. Unfortunately, our findings
showed that sensor mobility had a significant impact on both protocols'
performance, but CES provided good results in terms of the amount of data
packets received at the sink when compared with LEACH and LEACH-C.
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1 Introduction
MWSNs consist of a large number of tiny mobile sensors that are randomly deployed
in an interest area to sense phenomena. These mobile sensors collaborate with each
other to form a sensor network able to send sensed phenomenon to a data collection
point called the sink or base station. MWSNs could become increasingly useful in a
variety of potential civil and military applications, such as intrusion detection, habitat
and other environmental monitoring, disaster recovery, hazard and structural
monitoring, traffic control, inventory management in factory environments and health
related applications, etc. [1,2]. However, the deployment of MWSNs still requires
solutions to a number of technical challenges that stem primarily from the constraints
imposed by simple sensor devices: small storage capacity, low processing power,
limited battery lifetime and short radio ranges.
Gathering information in MWSNs while minimizing the overall energy
consumption and maximizing the amount of data received at the base station requires
an efficient energy-saving scheme. Cluster-based architecture is considered an

efficient approach to achieving this. Hence, we should imply determining parameters
enabling to generate a reduced number of stable and balanced clusters.
The above constraints imposed by sensors make the design of an efficient scheme
for prolonging MWSNs' lifetime a real challenge. In response to this challenge, we
propose a Cluster-based Energy-efficient Scheme (CES) for MWSNs, which consists
of grouping sensors into a set of disjoint clusters. In CES, the sensor with the greatest
weight in its 2-hop neighborhood becomes the cluster-head. The weight of each
sensor is calculated according to the following parameters: 2-density, residual energy
and mobility. Furthermore, the cluster size ranges between two thresholds, ThreshLower
and ThreshUpper, which respectively represent the minimal and maximal number of
sensors in a cluster. These thresholds are chosen arbitrarily or depend on network
topology. Inside a cluster, each sensor is, at most, two hops from its corresponding
cluster-head contrary to LEACH [3] and its variant LEACH-C [4], which allow only
single-hop clusters to be constructed.
In the cluster-based heuristic methods proposed for WSNs, cluster members do not
transmit their gathered data directly to the sink but to their respective cluster-head.
Accordingly, cluster-heads are responsible for coordinating the cluster members,
aggregating their sensed data, and transmitting the aggregated data to the remote sink,
directly or via multi-hop transmission mode. Since cluster-heads receive many
packets and consume a lot of power for long-range transmission, they are the ones
whose energy is used up most quickly in the cluster if they are elected for a long time.
Therefore, a cluster-based scheme should avoid a fixed cluster-head election scheme,
because the latter has constrained energy and may rapidly drain its battery power due
to heavy utilization. That can cause bottleneck failures in its cluster and trigger the
cluster-head election process again. For that, we foresaw in the CES scheme that the
cluster-head election process would be periodically carried out after a period of time
called "round" to evenly balance the energy load among the sensors during the
network lifetime.
In this paper we aim to minimize the energy consumption of the entire network and
prolong the network lifetime. For this, we propose the CES scheme, which involves
k-density and mobility factors in nodes’ weight computation in order to guarantee the
stability of clusters, as well as the energy factor to ensure a long cluster-head lifetime.
In our experiments, we conducted extensive simulations to evaluate the
performance of both protocols: LEACH and LEACH-C with the same scenario
presented in [3,4] but with mobile sensors. We also carried out simulations to evaluate
CES's performance and compare the results obtained with LEACH and LEACH-C in
terms of the amount of data packets received at the sink during the network lifetime.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we provide the
necessary preliminary information for describing our scheme; Section 3 reviews
several cluster-based algorithms that have been previously proposed; in Section 4, we
present our new weighted scheme; and Section 5 presents a performance analysis of
the proposed scheme. Finally, we conclude our paper and discuss future research
work in Section 6.

2 Notations and hypothesis
Before heading into the technical details of our contribution, we shall start by giving
some definitions and notations that will be used later in our paper.
A wireless sensor network is abstracted as an undirected graph G=(V,E), called a
connectivity graph, where V represents the set of wireless nodes and E⊆V2 is the set
of edges that gives the available communications; an edge e=(u,v) belongs to E if and
only if the node u is physically able to transmit messages to v and vice versa. Each
sensor u∈V is assigned a unique value to be used as an identifier so that the identifier
of u is denoted by NodeId(u). The neighborhood set N1(u) of a node u is in (1). The
size of this set is known as the degree of u, denoted by δ1(u). The density of the
network represents the average of the nodes’ degrees.
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The 2-hop neighborhood set of a node u, i.e. the nodes which are the neighbors of
u's neighbors except those that are u’s neighbors, is represented by N2(u).
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The combined set of one-hop and two-hop neighbors of u is denoted by N12 (u).
N u  N u  N u.

(3)

In a general manner, the k-hop neighborhood set of a node u is represented by
Nk(u) as shown in (4) and its closet set of k-hop neighbors is denoted by Nk[u] as in
(5). Here, d(u,v) represents the minimal distance in the number of hops from u to v.
The size of Nk(u) is known as the k-degree of u and denoted by δk(u).
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The k-density of a node u represents the ratio between the number of links in its khop neighborhood (links between u and its neighbors and links between two k-hop
neighbors of u) and the k-degree of u; formally, it is represented by the following
formula:
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However, we are interested only in calculating the 2-density nodes so as not to
weaken the CES scheme's performance as presented in (7). Table.1 illustrates the 2density calculation of the nodes composing the network presented in Fig.1.
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Fig. 1. Example of an abstracted wireless network
Table 1. Calculation of the nodes’ 2-density.
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1,25 1,66 1,66 1,33 1,75

2-density 1,55 1,50 1,40 1,40 1,37 1,60 1 1,25 1,40 1,50 1,75 1,60 1,44 1,57

We propose to generate balanced clusters whose size ranges between two
thresholds: ThreshUpper and ThreshLower. These thresholds are chosen arbitrarily or
depend on network topology. If their values depend on network topology, they will be
calculated as follows:
- u: the node that has the maximum number of 2-hop neighbors,
|N u|  Max|N u, | & u,

V

(8)

- v: the node that has the minimum number of 2-hop neighbors,
|N v|  Min|N v, | & v,

V

(9)

- Avg: the average number of 2-hop neighbors of all nodes in the network,
Avg 
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In this paper, we assume that all sensors are given in a two dimensional space and
we measure the distance between the two nodes u and v in terms of the number of
hops. Each sensor has an omni-directional antenna which means that a single
transmission from a sensor can be received by all sensors within its vicinity, and we
consider that the sensors are almost stable in a reasonable period of time during the
clustering process. We also assume that each sensor has a generic weight and that it
is able to evaluate it. Weight represents the fitness of each node to be a cluster-head,
and a greater weight means higher priority.

3 Related Work
Recently, many cluster-based techniques [3-12] have been proposed to deal with the
main challenges in WSNs. However, most of these contributions focus on lifetime
maximization in WSNs with stationary sensors. To the best of our knowledge, this
paper is the first to tackle lifetime extension in WSNs with mobile sensors. In this
section, we will review some of the most relevant papers related to cluster-based
network architecture, which have been carried out to prolong lifetime in WSNs.
In [3], the authors propose LEACH, which is a distributed, single hop clustering
algorithm for homogeneous WSNs. In LEACH, the cluster-head role is periodically
rotated among the sensors to evenly distribute energy dissipation. After each round,
each sensor elects itself as cluster-head with a probability which is equal to:
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where E(u) represents remaining energy of node u, ETotal is the total energy in the
whole network and k is the optimal number of clusters. However, the evaluation of
ETotal presents a certain difficulty since LEACH operates without other routing
schemes and any central control.
In [5], the authors compared homogeneous and heterogeneous networks in terms of
energy dissipation in the whole network and analyzed both single-hop and multi-hop
networks' performance. They chose LEACH as a representative of a homogeneous
network and compared it with a heterogeneous single-hop network. The authors
noticed that using single-hop communication between cluster members and their
corresponding cluster-head may not be the best choice when the propagation loss
index k (k>2) for intra-cluster communication is large, because LEACH might
generate clusters whose size is important in dense networks and clusters whose size is
limited in small networks. In both cases, cluster-heads could rapidly exhaust their
battery power either when they coordinate among their cluster members or when they
are placed away from the base station. Therefore, the authors proposed an improved
version of LEACH called M-LEACH [5] (Muti-hop LEACH), in which cluster

members can be more than one hop from their corresponding cluster-head and
communicate with it in multi-hop mode. They also illustrate the cases where LEACHM outperforms LEACH protocol. However, this proposed version requires each
sensor to be capable of aggregating data, which increases the overhead for all sensors.
To improve the performance of this strategy, in [6], the authors focus on
heterogeneous sensor networks, in which two types of sensors are deployed: super
and basic sensors. Super sensors have more communication and processing
capabilities and act as cluster-heads, while basic sensors are simple (with limited
power) and are affiliated to a nearby cluster-head and communicate with it directly or
via multi-hop mode.
Furthermore, another variant of LEACH called LEACH-C [4] has been conceived
to improve LEACH performance. This variant utilizes a centralized architecture to
select cluster-heads while using a base station and location information from sensors.
However, it increases network overhead since all sensors send their location
information to the base station at the same time during every set-up phase. Several
works have proven that a centralized architecture is particularly suitable for small
networks, whereas it lacks scalability to handle the load when the network's size
increases.
Similarly to LEACH-C, BCDCP (Base-Station Controlled Dynamic Clustering
Protocol) [7] uses energy information sent by all sensors to the base station to build
balanced clusters during the set-up phase. In BCDCP, the base station randomly
changes cluster-heads while guaranteeing a uniform distribution of their locations in
the interest field and carries out an iterative cluster splitting algorithm to find the
optimal number of clusters. After that, it constructs multiple cluster-to-cluster (CH-toCH) routing paths to use for data transfer, creates a schedule for each cluster and
broadcasts it to the sensor network. In the second phase, which relates to data transfer,
cluster-heads transmit collected data to the base station through the CH-to-CH routing
paths [8]. However, BCDCP presents the same limitations as LEACH-C since it
utilizes a centralized architecture to elect cluster-heads.

4 Our Contribution
In our proposed scheme, each sensor uses weight criteria to elect a cluster-head in its
2-hop neighborhood. The CES scheme assumes that sensors have 2-hop knowledge
and operate asynchronously without a centralized controller. In CES, each sensor
calculates its weight based on its k-density, its residual energy, and its mobility and
broadcasts it to its 2-hop neighborhood. The sensor with the greatest weight in its 2hop neighborhood is chosen as the cluster-head for the current round.
4.1 Cluster formation
The cluster formation process consists of grouping sensors into disjoint clusters, thus
giving the network a hierarchical organization. Each cluster has a cluster-head which
is chosen from its 2-hop neighborhood based on nodes’ weight. The weight of each
sensor is a combination of k-density, residual energy and mobility as presented in

(14), wherein the coefficient of each parameter can be chosen depending on the
application.
Weightu  α I 2  densityu = β I Res  Energieu = γ I Mobilityu
where α = β = γ  1

(14)

Since the cluster head is responsible for carrying out several tasks - such as
coordinating the cluster members, transmitting gathered data to the remote base
station, and managing its own cluster - we propose to set up periodical cluster-head
election processes after each round so that cluster-heads do not rapidly exhaust their
battery power. We also propose that each cluster has a size ranging between two
thresholds, ThreshLower and ThreshUpper, and that cluster members are, at most, 2-hops
from their respective cluster-head.
In the CES scheme, each sensor is identified by a state vector as follows: (NodeId,
NodeCH, Weight, Hop, Size, ThreshLower,ThreshUpper) where NodeId is the sensor
identifier, NodeCH represents the identifier of its cluster-head, Hop indicates the
number of hops separating it from its respective cluster-head, and Size represents the
size of the cluster to which it belongs. Each sensor is responsible for maintaining a
table called ‘TableCluster’, in which information from the local cluster members is
stored. The format of this table is defined as TableCluster(NodeId, NodeCH, Weight). The
sensors could coordinate and collaborate between each other to construct and update
the above stated table by using Hello messages. We used Hello messages to achieve
these operations in order to alleviate the broadcast overhead and not degrade the CES
scheme's performance. Moreover, each cluster-head has another table called
‘TableCH’, in which information from cluster-heads is stored. The format of this table
is defined as TableCH(NodeCH, Weight).
Cluster formation is performed in two consecutive phases: set-up and re-affiliation.
4.1.1 The set-up phase
At the beginning of each round, each sensor calculates its weight and generates a
‘Hello’ message with two extra fields in addition to other regular contents: Weight
and NodeCH, where NodeCH is set to zero. Then, it broadcasts it to its 2-hop
neighborhood and eavesdrops on its neighbors' ‘Hello’ messages. The sensor with the
greatest weight among its 2-hop neighborhood is chosen as the cluster-head (CH) for
the current round. The latter updates its state vector by assigning the value of its
identifier NodeId to NodeCH , and sets, respectively, Hop and Size to 0 and 1. Then, it
broadcasts an advertisement message (ADV_CH) including its state vector to its 2-hop
neighborhood requesting them to join it, as illustrated by Fig. 2. Each sensor in the 1hop neighborhood that receives the message and does not belong to any cluster and
that has a lower weight than CH’s weight, transmits a REQ_JOIN message to CH to
join it. The corresponding cluster-head checks and, if its own cluster size does not
reach ThreshUpper, it will transmit an ACCEPT_CH message to this sensor; if not, it
will simply drop the affiliation request message. Thereafter, CH increments its Size
value, and the affiliated sensor node sets Hop value to 1 and NodeCH with NodeCH as

its corresponding cluster-head. Then, the affiliated sensors whose Hop value is equal
to 1, broadcast received message again with the same transmission power to its
neighbors. Similarly, each sensor belonging to N2(NodeCH) that is not affiliated to any
cluster and whose weight is lower than that of CH, transmits a REQ_JOIN message to
the corresponding CH. In the same way, CH checks if its Size value remains under
ThreshUpper, and if so transmits ACCEPT_CH and updates its state vector. If not, it
will drop the message of affiliation request. In the end, each sensor will know which
cluster it belongs to and which sensor is its cluster-head.

Fig. 2. Affiliation procedure of a node to a cluster

4.1.2 The re-affiliation phase
During the set-up phase, it may not be possible for all clusters to reach the ThreshUpper
threshold. Moreover, it is possible that clusters whose size is lower than ThreshLower
may be created, since there is no constraint relating to the generation of these types of
clusters. In this phase, we propose to re-affiliate the sensors belonging to clusters that
have not attained the cluster size ThreshLower to those that did not reach ThreshUpper in
order to reduce the number of clusters formed and obtain balanced clusters.
The execution of this phase proceeds in the following way: cluster-heads that
belong to clusters whose size is strictly lower than ThreshUpper and higher than
ThreshLower broadcast a new message called RE-AFF_CH to re-affiliate nodes
belonging to the smaller clusters. Each sensor that receives this message and that
belongs to a small cluster should be re-affiliated to the nearest cluster-head based on
the received signal strength. Finally, each cluster-head creates a time schedule in
which time slots are allocated for intra-cluster communication, data aggregation,
inter-cluster communication and maintenance processes. This allows the sensors to
remain in sleep state as long as possible and prevents intra-cluster collisions.
4.2 Cluster maintenance
In our contribution, the cluster maintenance process should be triggered in the event
of a cluster losing its cluster-head either when the latter exhausts its battery power or
migrates towards another cluster. Moreover, the cluster-head’s re-election process

only concerns clusters that have lost their cluster-head and the future cluster-head
would be chosen among the members of the cluster. We adopted this solution so as
not to weaken our scheme's performance and to avoid chain reactions which can occur
during the launching of the clustering process. Furthermore, the cluster maintenance
process is performed in a similar way to the set-up phase, where a random node
among the members cluster initiates the clustering process.

5 Evaluation and simulation results
In our experiments, we conducted simulations to evaluate the CES scheme and
compare it with LEACH and LEACH-C in terms of the number of nodes alive and the
data packets received at the base station during the network lifetime. Simulations have
been performed in NS-2 [13] using the MIT_uAMPS ns code extensions [14] to
implement the CES scheme. We carried out these simulations with the same scenario
presented in [3,4] but with mobile nodes. We considered a network topology with 100
mobile sensors with a sensing range of 25 meters. Sensors are randomly placed in a
100m×100m square area by using a uniform distribution function, and the remote
base station is located at position x = 50, y = 175. At the beginning of the simulation,
all the sensors had an equal amount of energy, i.e. the sensors started with 2 Joules of
energy. Simulations were carried out until all the sensors exhausted their battery
power and the average values were calculated after each round (duration of 20
seconds). After this time, the CES scheme triggered the cluster-head’s election
process again. Moreover, we performed simulations using two distinct values for
threshold ThreshUpper: 30, 50, i.e. CES_30 and CES_50, and a fixed value for
threshold ThreshLower =15. These values were attributed arbitrarily.
As mentioned above, we used the same energy parameters and radio model as
discussed in [3,4], wherein energy consumption is mainly divided into two parts:
receiving and transmitting messages. The transmission energy consumption requires
additional energy to amplify the signal according to its distance from the destination.
Thus, to transmit a k-bit message to a distance d, the radio expends energy as
described by the formula (15), where εelec is the energy consumed for radio
electronics, εfriss-amp and εtwo-ray-amp for an amplifier.
The reception energy
consumption is ERx=εelec× k.
ε:E:R I k = εS;,TTUDV9 I k I d
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Simulated model parameters are set as shown in Table 2. The data size was 500
bytes/message plus a header of 25 bytes. The message size to be transmitted was:
k=(500 bytes + 25 bytes)×8= 4 200 bits.

Table 2. Parameters for simulation
Value

Parameter
Network Grid

(0,0) × (100,100)

Base Station

(50,125)

εelec

50 nJ/bit

εfriss-amp

10 pJ/bit/m2

εtwo-ray-amp
dCrossover

0.0013 pJ/bit/m4

Data packet size

500 bytes

87 m

Packet header size

25 bytes

Initial energy per node

2J

Number of nodes (N)

100

Round

20 seconds

ThreshUpper
ThreshLower

30, 50
15

100

Number of nodes alive

80

60

40

20

LEACH
LEACH-C
CES_30
CES_50

0
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Amount of data received at the sink (bits) ×107
Fig. 3. Number of nodes alive per amount of data received at the sink

Amount of data received at the sink (bits) ×107
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7
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100
150
Energy dissipation (J)

200

Fig. 4. Amount of data received at the sink according to energy dissipation

Fig.3 shows that CES_30 considerably outperforms LEACH and slightly
outperforms LEACH-C in terms of the amount of data sent to the base station during
network lifetime, whereas CES_50 largely outperforms them. Moreover, in Fig. 3, the
shape of the curves of CES_30 and CES_50 shows that the number of nodes alive
degrades rapidly at the end of simulation. That means that the time difference
between the demise of the first and last sensor is too small compared to LEACH,
where sensors gradually wear out during the network lifetime. On the other hand,
Fig.4 illustrates that CES_30 and CES_50 outperform LEACH and LEACH-C in
terms of the number of data packets received by the base station with the same total
amount of energy.
Our proposed scheme allows the even distribution of consumption among the
sensors in the network. Therefore, it maximizes sensor lifetime and minimizes the
time difference between the demise of the network's first and last sensor.

6 Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we have proposed a Cluster-based Energy-efficient Scheme (CES) for
Mobile Wireless Sensor Networks (MWSNs) which relies on weighing k-density,
residual energy and mobility parameters for cluster-head election. The CES scheme
carries out a periodical cluster-head election process after each round. Moreover, CES
enables the creation of balanced 2-hop clusters whose size ranges between two
thresholds: ThreshUpper and ThreshLower.

Simulation results demonstrate that the CES scheme provides better performance than
LEACH and LEACH-C in terms of the amount of data received at the base station
during the network lifetime, as well as considerably outperforming LEACH in terms
of the amount of data sent to the base station with the same amount of energy
dissipation.
With these results obtained, the CES scheme can provide good performance for
coverage and broadcasting in MWSNs. Therefore, its evaluation could be the subject
of future work.
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